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Are teachers' attitudes, -skills, 'and/Orknowledge changed by iAsergite

programs, ana"do the changes remain stable? How do teachersQdefine such

changes? Do they accurately predict'how they will implement changes?

1;).

Will these teachers attempt to share new skills, attitudes with their peers?.

These and similar questions are the central focus.of this study. 'In the
I

e

past, researchers have studied change In terms of whether or not innovations
0

.

were successful in changing teachers' behavicir di in changing the organiza-

tion. The primary questions have been, "Has-the innovation changed you?"

and, "What can we do to make you accept the innovation?"-This study ap-

proaches the'problem,fiom the perspecti4id-of the teacher,: By asking teachers

what they believe about themselves and their own behaviors in terms of
- ,

change is in the direction o f proliding an intentionalis.t account as put

forth by Fenstermgcher(1979). In a sense; this study is exploring the
4 4

"grass roots" movement of change from within the thOughts of individual

teachers to identifiable behaVlors and influence on others.

A REFLECTIVE OVERVIEW
are

The present study is an outcome of a previous.study (Urger and
4

Ferris, 1981) and the authors' involvement over a, three -year period with

a summer training program for inservice teacheis. The following brief

review is provided for .the reader to enhance his/her'reading of the present

Stucly.,

In 1979, members of the Syracuse' Area Teacher Center.Policy Board
- . .

4.

. ,..

. .

(a, federally funded teachece9er) desired to create an inservice teacher
3

S. .

training. program that would meet the expressed needs of local teachers. .

,
. e

By conbiping the best possible teacher education techniques into new.
1 -..-

,
design, it was felt that the needs/interests Of individual inservice

teachers could be better served. After hours of meetings where ideas we e

discussed, argued, analyzed and synthesized, a new program-of delivery

-3
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was created and named Sumier School in Action (SSIA). , p .4

, '' . .4

0

SuMMer-School in Action was based on the principles of using the

-.self at an instrument as detcribed by the perceptual psychologists. The

program was concerned with persons and their personal expectations while

at the same time presenting:Rpecific competencies, methods, content and/

or innovations. The program attempted to help teachers (including- teacher

440

.

professors> to discover methods and materials best to themselves
,

in their teaching positions. In order to facilitate petsonal growth,

the planning committee determined that it was vitally important to'proAde

a facilitating, safe and encouraging atmosphere. The program was designed

tocreatea variety of options for the development of individual and group

-experiences.

The program. evolved into two areas: the first, a teacher training

program; the second, an enrichment program for school -age youngsters.

The two strands' interacted in a, variety of activitiesbut the primary

focus was to allow ,teacher participaris an opportunity toobsbrveyarious

teaching styles,toctest-their own newly - acquired skills and/or materials-

and,to evaluate their own teaching style(s).

A few of the instructional components of the program for eachets

nclUded:

Development of an individualized program through. a contract systelm.)

. Voluntary attendance at wprkshops or seminars on subjects such
as' "Critical Thinking Skills," '"Discipline Techniques that Work,"
"Dealing with Stress," math, reading and ,wV.ting skill development.

Availability of outside consultants who were brought work

\with.speCific.individuals.

,On-site teacher professors who acted as'resources and facilitators.
'

reOpportUnities.to test new ideas in .the classroom and to receive
feedback from a peer observer..

4
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0 i Written materials gathered at the request of a participalt.

., Independent time,- books and materials for self - study, material
,

development' and sharing with other teachers.

The first SSIA occurred during the summer of 1979:with 21 teacher

participants. They.arrived rather unsure about what was'expected of them

. ,

by this experimental program. Enthusiasm grew over the weeks; self-direction

' .
: Na

,

and coftfidende abounded. But the nagging question that grew for the teacher
'1.

.

educators was, "Will, the effects be lasting?"

Final evaluation' instruments were designed and administered during

the last week. In addition, each teacher participant was interviewed.

in groups of two to five per groUpby an outside interviewer. Youngsters
°

and their parents.evaluated the program using pimilarprocedures. The

.

results were outstandingly positive. During September and October of

1970; the videotape machine was taken into the_classrooms of five, ran-
-%

dimly-selected teacher participant; to verify 'classroom-6'Se of skills/

material.. A follow-up evaluatiOn.vag conducted during May and June,

e.

1980, to gather attitudes about the program and to determine continued
... .

.
.

. .

use of skills learned during,the,previous summer program. The results',
,

indicated that attitudes and skills were-maintained.

The second Summer Schilol in Action was conducted during the summer

of 1980 with 56 teacher participants.. The enrollment had grown, not due

to an advertising campaign but rather to word of mouth from previous par-

ticipants. In fact, nine of the 21 original partigipants returned. Final

evaludtions were conducted using both written and interview techniques.

.--

. , Teacher reactions to this program were somewhat surprising in that
-.

'.
. .

both elementary and secondaiy teachers responded with, equal,detail, self,- .

determination; and enthusiasm: An interesting change which occurred
. .--

,'IoV
,

between the first and second year caught our interest. One of the ques-
.
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tions on the final evaluation asked the participants to rank order which, "
. _

. ... .

resources had provided the most help. Theie'included: Other Teachers,
.

., N
. 4 .. . ..

Master Teachers, Outside Consultants, Written Resources; Children,.and
.

Teacher Professors.' In-1979, the item Other Teachers was ranked2 #1 while

in. 1980, the'item TeaCher,Professors-Was ranked fl.

Data from the previous study (Yarger and Ferris, 1981) prOvides in-
. % el

. ('
.

formation about -teachers, attitudes toward and self-report about-the use ...

of skills/materials developed during SSIA. The results of final evalua-

tions were olltstandingly positive for its two summers (1979 and 1980)

of existence, The
,

extremely positive attiudes

a ten-month lapse. The follow-up:questionnaire

continued even after

asked, among many other

items, if the teacher hadused the newly-acquired skills/materials in
, 7

the classroom, £or how long andhow effectivelyj From 1979, 100 percent

.

of the responses indicated that the new skills/materials had,been used
8A.

while 97 percent responded "affirmatively in 1980. (Rate of return,
.c

number of participants;"etc.'are available inoriginal paper.)

'
Teachers reported using materials/skills from one week to all year

with
.
a high degree of success. Teachers spontaneously.--on the question-

naire, by-telephone and in personal coritact--told of shaiing their new

skills/materials with others, of causingean entire departmentto rewrite

its curricula, and of influencing their'peers to adopt a building-wide -

-.

writing. program. During the third SSIA, it was decided to take a closer

look at.teacher as change agent in terms of self, in the classrooth, and -

with others.
)

Therefore, as part of the summer 1981 final evaluation, teachers

were asked to respond to questions such as:

Have you changed'as a )result of Summer SChool in Aqtion? Please
a o

'explain. .
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..:o.Will, you behave_differently in.the classroom as a result of

this program?

4)'. Do you.tbink this program will help you to-feel more sucCessful
in the classroom?-1Low?

, .

Do.you view yourself as a change agen't in yoUr building? Will

you be next year? .-Discuss .
.

.

. . .

THE PRESENT STUDY

PARTICIPANTS

o
.Fifty -eight teachers registered for SSIA graduate credit of from

three to six hours. The paiticipants rqpresent a city, threq4suburbah

,

:and two parochial diocese (one suburban, one city) school districts.
0

Among the group is ansindividual who is,teaching for the `first time as

well as another with 33 years of teaching experience. Twenty -one of, the

49 previous participants. (43%) were attending SSIA for a second time.

.
Every'grade level K-12 is represented by the 23 Secondary and 35elementary

teachers included in this study.
P

COLLECTING THE:DATA
C

First Questionnaire. Attendance-and dates for_completion of projects

0
varied in accordance withthe numbet of credits and individual. contracts

. . . . ,
0

.

developed by each participant. Therefore, gnIST-39 -teachers were is attep-
.

.

. .

dance on the final day (July 31) of SSIA when the first set of data were

collected. Completion of the questionnaire preceded by a group achy-

ity that was designed to underscore previous SSIA activities and to enhance

individual thoughtfulness concerning he concept of CHANGE. The exercise

included several steps: eicthdridividual was asked to write a definition

of change, next individuals were placed in groups and asked to share/

discuss the definitions until reaching a group definition of,CHANGE,

then the.group definitions were shared, with the entire group apd finally
.

a set of descriptors were agreed upon, by the ent0e-group. The elements

r

7
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which the group felt must be included were: 0

tj 0

- willingness and desire to be flexible, to take a rlik, to grow,

to withstand a potentially threatening situation, to move from

. oneToint to another, to learn continuously and to lie opAprminded.
'. , .

. .

CHANGE -is often externally imposed-.

. , .

- CHANGE shoqid be continually evsaluated. .

. .
.

. .

Although at first glance several of/theelements listed above may
, .

. .

N appear repetitions, the participants were adamant aboUt.. the iuclusion
'

. ,-,.

of each. They argued that - to groW - could include sharing with others
.

. . ,, , . -.... . .
,

while - to learn continuously - involved a greater involve-Jent of.boeh.time

and motivation. -.
0 .

,Second Questionnaire. After the discussion, each participant completed:.

the questionnaire: The second set of data was collected by mail using'a
.

qUestionnaire with questions similar to hose used

.

in July. The question-
.

naire was mailed during the,l.ast week of.January to each, of the original

58 participants to allow as-many weeks as possible between the'two data

collections. At,this time, 36 (63%) completed questionnaires have_been

received; one form was returned due to a changed-address with no forwarding.
o

adir-hs (5 additional forms have been, received since initial review.)

2ersonal Interview. The'third data collection Involved personal

interviews with ten randomly selected participants: The purpose of the

int erviews was,to verify the written responses, to extend those 'responses'

and to check first-hand whether the classrooms reflected the teachets'

.' responses. Additionally, an administrator (8 principals, 1 assistant

principal) from each of,the buildings-was interviewed by telephone*.(2 t

teaCherS were in same building) concerning his/her perceptions about the

teaoheras a change agent. ,
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THE DATA
,

I

Data From The July Questionnaire. This data was collected during
Ar...

the last day of.SSIA from 39 participants.

6

t.
4,s .

. Plere are many ways inwhich an inservicegprogram might change
in -individual. Thinking about ways in wiliCh you.haire changed'.
discukS:tiowyou expect to,behave'differently whenivou return to
the classroom (office) this Fall.

. . .

lThis 'first question generated 74-responses. Every partTpant described
i.

at least one positive Change,he/she expected. In categorizing theresponses,

,the following' results occurred:. (the following examples were selected

L.- to-explain-the-categorizing.--Thesame-individual's comments-will be.

used as examples for b9th instruments). \ %

. . .

.

4 plproved-teaching

ex.
.

"My kindergarten
SSIA workshop.
,

:wiiting;,using Di.

methodsand skills: 35 (47%)

program this fall willchange because of this
intend to gear my teaching, of readidg through
Newman's theory that reading is talk written

down."

Materials/planning: 19(26%) .

*
:

ex. "My.behavior will change in that I won't panic due to lack of
materials. I was able to make materials and share with others."

341.11 share with other teachers: 10 (14%)

Attitude/confidence increased: 9 (1270
ti

ex. will'definitely have new ideas f or my classroom. I've been made

° 'mote aware of the fact that I'm behind the times and,have more,
than I thought, 4to learn., My students will benefit not only, from
my neW ideas bqt new attitudes I've tried,tO acquire. It. has..en,-

couiaged me to go ahead and take mote courses whiCh Will,benefit
my students and.myself.

. .

o-Will,retura to graduate school: 1 (1%) 4
%'

it6.,you feel successful in your teaching? I

Yes 0 No

If YE, how often?

All 39 participant's responded that they had felt successful in their

teaching. In response "to how often?, we,received-the

0 ."
aciusia.s: -'29 (74%)

Most of the time: 1 ( 3%) O fr°

.

I

O
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:Sometimes,: 2 ( 52)

No measurement 4 (i0%)

for "suctptiel

":No response: 8%)

-

S

o'

.

ti

o-When
about.

'o Learnlorby

:
40

What causes you to feel successful in classroom?'

the Children:are enthusiastic
learning:

students:

14

12

(36%)

(31%)

setting along with students: 8 (21%)

Planning fOr'eath Audent's need: 3 ( 8%)

Whena' can improve weak sp.Ota In

my teaching?: 1 ( 2t)

No response: 1 , (02%)
4

.

.
Do you anticipate that,y9ur involvetent with SSIA will
absistyouin having 'successful experiences' this fall?

YES 39 . NO 0'

1

LEiplainii
.

-
t ,

1

,

. .

Will be'a better teacher: 16 (41%) . .)

1

ex. "I feel, I will bea better math teacher and my children will benefit.'_' .

6 .
.

o'Willjtave new ideas/techniques: 13,03%)
,

. \

G o \
e

. .
ex.. "Learrving new'techniques and ideas sand attitudes certainly may

mean I'll h40e more successful experiences. I can't wait to try

"some of them!" -

.
. ,

.

Have new materials: 3 ('8%) . .

.

.

ex. '"With SSIA I have started a big step in my like as far as accomidiish-
..

\ ing the startok writing a new programX
.

. ..

, Will present workshop on discipline. for other teachers: .
1.( 2%) s \.t.

, ,

4

or? 4

. No answer or not specific: 6 (16%)

In the pait,%-have you considered.yourselfto be aochange
agent or support person in your building?)

'

YES\ 3.8 NQ 1

Will you attempt to be during,' the comiag 'year? f

YES 39 NO 0

O

4 .

p
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*1 Any, commentsou wish to share? F..1 .
....

..

Thirtyl-twa people,proVided comments.
0

ifir 4
. . .

, - r' . . ,Thene majbrity- bf the -dbmments ere.t.thanks., appfeciation and praise,
; ... ..

w
. .

.

Teachers, felt that ,itiwas the best_ ocourse r inservicetheyeyArt had, but

e 4

1
,..

aegratgying.aathese comments were to ,the staff, they did'not provide /

.

much ew. information. A few
pertinenvf

ideas gleaned-from the comments,
A .

showed that'teachers:
O.

,t

l) liked' the variqty.aadquantity of offerings 4
. a

2) liked developing their ow4, ideas and'miterfals : =;"

.
,

$

-3Y ,found it helpful toldhare ideas, .philosOphies 'end problems with
..

.4, . . ..
it

..

- othOr teachers -T espeCially teachem from other sehools iwho were
..\

_-
.

enthusiastic helpful, and professional. In some bases, teachers
... sir

;
,

e*prefted'a morale boost 1,
,

;.
- .

.,

4) felt yell prepared to return to a new yedr with*.ideas,'materials,

. _

ea.

.. ;

renewed enthusiasm' .

. ' : it ,

. 04.

'5) wo!ld'have liked to. have been involved more with teaching thtbugh
t . 4. -

. - . e% .
$

.

. dhildrendia.the classes / . ,.-

......

6) specifically praised the Weehaukee training program, sad Ma4ria lif. 3 . .

. - I la 41

,These ideas. were, probed ip.rthefollow-up iriterviews.
.

,

. i

.

.
. .

guestionaaire and kolrimattis.after the new feachinvyea4 therollow7upt,

Questionnairewas mailid- The items for this guebtionnaire parallel those

1,1

at AI*

Data from the January_nuestionnaire. Six months following the .written
7C.

"N.
on "the previous form.. Of the 5'S questionnaires mailed, 6 (63%) have

been analyzed,''

,0
/

to.

In terms;

6\

I. N. at f. at* 'a

**,

- At theconclusioM of faservide workshop you were

askadtto describe how you - expected- to behave differentlf"
whemLyou returneeto the classroom (offiC1)--iq.,0e Fall.

.Please tellwus bow well your predictions worked out in-
-cldding specifics on what changes took place or-are: -

presently taking place. -

ofpredicting changes in their own behaviors the teachers reported

.

6

. , . .

that they had done so with various leVels of success, whicp included: -23
. .

__(44%) who considered themselves Successful in their predictions;_ 40 (28%),..e'

.

.1 who were Partially; 2 (4% Not Successful; and 1.(3%) who intends "implement.
\

duritgfarch.

. 1,

I/ 11 "
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Rather than just the first responig,
.

each Teference.mentioned for'
.

item 1 was catiOrizid, to be cqnsistenr with the previous data reported.
.

The categories are the \same: - .- .0
.

..

Improired. teaching methods/skills: 37 (61t)
-

\
y .

:-."'

ex. "Ny. Rredicfions,, on the'vhole, hive worked out well. The biggest

chanite was. that -I learned (throggh SIA) hose to arrange my *schedule

so that I have time to work individually with my children. Before

SSIA, I had all- the children dOing' the saFeyork at the same time
.

thua', I held Sack:some, childrea's progress. while I still was unable

to help those owho needed more of my time. Another change in my pro-

gram i3 the approach tb readidg as 'talk written down' Or. Newmaft

' SSIA) . I am, using Dr. Newman'. 'ideas of' 'News time' as a part. of

my reading developmedt.14,

Materiels /planning: 13 (21%)

4

ex. "Due to
tions we
the switc

Will ;sharwitil other teachers:- 7 (11%)

the transfer from Jr. High o elementary Schools my predic-

e not as accurate. I do think SSIA helped regardles6 .of

because I find ways to adapt the materials."

Attitude/confidence increased: .4 C 77)

ex. "Ass4 result ofSSIA, I attended/the 4' day Math Workshop at S.U.

last August sponsored by the NYS Math Teach.ers-Assod. Then I \enjor8'

the State Math teachers COnvention tt Hotel.Syracuse- in Cdtober. .-

my 'first graders love the learning center I lade. for one of my .

courses'and right now it. is equipped -w/calculators and activities

that they enjoy. They are using other-Math and Language Arts '.

11A Activities and Work Spbs that were made as arestilt of SSIA.

The' intrOduCtfon. to Compitters. course enabied Ape to borrow a .TRS-

..* .,

a 6 fram,LirryPage at Cen4k. Tech: Now the students are prepareW

. $ .
to make-i.workboOk.that 1.1AS put together 4n summer schoql. I

Attended SSIA, to learn more teachirg skills and to iiprovemy

..: ,Matti CUrriculum. The knowledge and good ideaa:I acquired from

Professors/cid fellowteachers4def4.nitelY had an impact on the
-04\4

.. quality of my" teaChing..this year 4nd in many ways benefited.my

. - : students. My intentions/are to continue tb enrich my, curriculum

,
.

...., and grovide.hew lind" exciting ways for my' students. to .learn, and \ .

10. 1
. ,. td enroll 1.0 a Master's ,program at S.C., for Permanent certification.

- , It:, ,
Will return to graduate.schooll q CO%) ,

Table 7shows the fOr\bOth the Predicted and A"ctnilchange in

. . . "-z
.

-' :
..4,,,teacher.behavia... It:appUrs that when the content of the.reSponses was .

_ - ,
,.

-.

1

. .
categorized -1.11.term0;qf behavior change (e.g:, Improved teaching methods),

. .. r
,, .

the teachers' predictions neatly match. the "reporte of actual 'Change
e
some

li

.
1 .

.

.

.
.

'k six moths
... - lati

er.

. . .

-
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Frequency and Pe-i-Ntent for Responses about Predicted and Actual Change_
in Teacher BehaviorBased on 6-month Time Lapse

-11

Table 1

a.

Category
Prediction Actual

N %

Improved teaching methods/skills

Materials/Planning

Share with other. teacher
, 0

Attitude/Confidence Increased,

Retu4n graduatetschool_ : '=

35

19.

0,

9

1

- 47

26

14

12

1

37

13

7'

4

0

61

21

11
,

7

0

Next the responses for Question I were categorized according to whether

the target of the °change was Self, Students or Other Adult. As presented

in Table 2, the most frequent response was Self, for both Predicted (77%)

and Actual (61Z). The category of Students received a greater share of

the.responses in Actual (26%)than in Predicted (9%).

D

Table 2

Frequency and Per Cent for Number of Predicted and Actual Change Responses
Categorized by Self, Students,- Other Adults

Category Predicted Actual

Self
o

Child
0

Other Adult

57

7

10

77

9

t4

*37

16

.8

61

26

13

O

How successfully wereou able to implement your original

plans? What factors contributed to success and what fac-

tors hindered your plans?

'Thirty-four of the teachers felt frOM 50%to very successful in .their

implemintation Of new skills, materials, etc. The individual who had planned

to attend graduate school still looks forward to full-time graduate study.

'Due to the delay, she has designed a progranarfor improving communication

between the school and parents. The other individual who reported no

.
success was moved several grade levels but is successfully adapting materials/

o

plans to be used by new students. So, even though the change Wasn't as

1.3
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predicted for these two teachers, each,has.changed and is calling upon

skills developed during the SSIA program. The Initial'responses for fac7
., . .

tors related to success were categorized according to whether the soilrcei.

, of the success was Self, Child or Other Adults. Responses made during
2

July identified success in terms of pupils' behaviors (89%) as ihoign in

Table 3. But when respondinein January, the teachers most frequently

identified success as, coming from themselves
0
(56 %).

-

Table 3

Frequency and Per Cent for Predicted and Actual Initial Factor for Success
Response Categorized by Self, Child and Other Adults

Initial Success Response
Category

Self

Child

Other Adults

a

Predicted Actual
N %

4 11 20 56

34 89 - r 6 17-

0 0 9 25

Plans were hindered by too few materials, lack of time, the need for

. more training in use of specific methods, "other teachers lack of responsive-

'Hess to my sharing ", illness, pregnancy, changed grade levels, desks bolted

to the floor (but the teacher has now eliminated that problem!) and some

youngsters not ready for specific instructions.

[Do you feel more successful in teaching this veer?!

34 Yes 2 No

If yes, do you think the SSIA experience helped you feel
more successful?

36 Yes 0 No

If Yes, please explain how and relate the change to
specifics about SSIA.

Rather than blunt the impact of the responses received, a representative

sample follows: "

"Most English and some social studies teachers at my school participated
in the Weehawken program, which gave us a common background for discus-

6

14
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sion. Ongoing training sessions have provided the opportunity for
sharing materials and reactions to their use as well as for clarifying
ideas from the training manual. Our sharing experience from SSIA
has continued. We have been doing.what we have been teaching our
students; that is, sharing enthusiastically and revising constantly!"

"My feeling of success is based.on the presentation of step-by-step
methods presented by Weehawken instructors this summer. I was pleased
to learn that my first graders, with minimal vocabulary andcomprehen-
sion skills learned to do slotting. This method seems to have increased
their vocabularies and directedtheir thinking whtn telling stories
or doing experience stories on'the board with the entire group partici-
pating."

"Most of the techniques and ideas I have learned haya been successful
in helping me reach my goals. It enhanced-my existing programs and
equipped me with ideas to meet the needs of all my students. Because
of this,-the feed-back from parents, their comments, and the reaction
of the students; reveal to me the degree of success of my experience

\, at SSIA."

"Personally, I feel stronger and more confident in my teaching.- In
0 my opinion, teachers should seek and be aware of many "alternate"

leafing approaches, to meet the needs of all students."

Sharing, new skills and new ideas as well as renewed confidence-were

features of SSIA which helped teachers feel more successful after returning

to their awn classrooms.

[Have you served as a change agent? I

Yes 31 No 5

IIf YES, how have you served as a change agent4

Responses from the 5 individuals who reported not having served as

change agents are repfesented by the followinit4-

"I don't know how much of a change agent I've become, but I do know
my supervisor was impressed when she spent an afternoon.in my class-
room. Many of the kindergarten teachers I've spoken to, think I'm
crazy. I've had a couple of subs due to illness, and a note was
always left behind frith the comment 'I can't believe, that a kinderA
garten could do so much.'"

"Within my classroom I've changed some students' attitudes and helped
them improve their reading and writing skills. I haven't been-very
active in changing. peers or school policy, since this is my first year

in this building."

__Interestingly;-even-thoie who'did not see themselves as "change agents"
had actually caused change within their own classrooms.

ea
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Those who dick consider themselves as change agents told us:

"Moreof the teachers have realized how resourceful the resource

room is and can be. I have been more able to communicate with the

teachers this year, sp.I have openly made more of my suggestions

and ideas."

"I have completed-several school projects which have led to more. -

positive attitu.les toward spec. ed."

"I conducenA-meetings once/month, plan agendas, and disseminate up-

dated or related relevant information on teaching writing to any in-

terest parties."
. .

"School policyr some administrator and faculty outlook,,first grade

open house, new emphasis on math curriculum, and new emphasis on

meeting the needs of,more of our students.."

"I am presently on the teachers council of the Syracuse Diocese

Catholic Schools, acting as a representative of the faculty at St.-

Ann's. SSIA gave me the confidence to accept the position. I also

met many, teachers-during 3SIA and many of these people are also

on the Council."

The content of the 31 initial res?onses from individuals who considered

themselves change agents was analyzed and categorized according to the

target'of the &lenge (i.e. Self, Child, Other Adults). Other Adults: 25

(81%) was the mostmentioned with Self: 5 (16%) and Students: 1 (3%)

receiving only 6 references.

.Next responses were analyzed according to HOW'the teachers acted as

Change agents using the categories of Informal Sharing with Individuals:

26 (51%), On-Going Workshops: 4 (13%), Presentation at Faculty Meeting:

4 (13%), Improved Personal-Skills: 4 (13%), Creating/Improving a Resource

(i.e. rewrite policy handbook): 3 (10%).

Teachers used phrases such as" "I have caused...", "I have inflpenced...",

"I presented...", I deMonstrated...", and "I have persuaded... ", when 'writing

about themselves-as change agents.

Summary of the Interviews. Ten names were chosen at random from those

returning the second questionnaire in order to -get a sample for a follow--

.up interview. The primarf purpose of the interview was to confirm and clarify

the responses on theequestionnaire. The questions asked were primarily

those on the questionnaire. In line with this Purpose, both interviewers

observed the classroom for evidence of use of SSIA ideas or materials

-and a-short interview was conducted with the teacher's principal to see

if they had noticed any changes or perceived the teacher as change agent

in the school. A
. A.

4.
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'A second purpose for the interviews was to.probe further into the

teachers ideas on change and what elements made the SSIA experience success-

ful or not successful.

The teacher interviews were.about one-half hour long. They were taped.

.1
and transaz pibed. .Notes were-taken also but these roved to be very sparse

since most ideas were presented orally. The interviews did indeed confirm

the questionnaires and; if anything, added some new areas that the teachers

did not think about when filling in the interviews. Al i the_ classrooms

contained evidence that materials/skills gained during SSIA were in use.

In some cases, daily charts of writing progress were carefully' updated

and displayed on bulletin boards; in others, youngsters were actively

using math materials and reading centers and in another, the teacher did-

cussed how the youngsters were responding to an individualized reading

program. Principals confirmed everything the teachers stated except for. -

,

one new high school principal who could not compare two of the teachers
b.

with last year since this was.his first year in the building. Enthusiasm

was evident to the interviewers as was each teacher's desire to share the

ideate', materials, and success of their' children.

Teachers' ideas of change and change agent were essentially similar

to those expressed on the final day of the workshop, but less emphasis.
was placed on the element of threat and much more evident was a feeling of

adventure. Teachers talked about a greater willingness to share because

they felt "good", felt "confident" and had experienced success in their

own classrooms. One teacher mentioned her initial feelings of burn out

and the positive feelingsshe has now after SSIA. The fact that she had .

continued to share with others as she had done at. SSIA, helped her, to main-

tain her enthusiasm into the school year.

Ond teacher went out of her way to actively create change. Her approach

was similar to the other teachers in that she exhibited an infectious

enthusiasm,, by sharing ideas and materials, and 1357 demnnst.c.li-ing the work

of her students. However, in the area of computer education she goes out

of her way 'to talk to people.. She recognizes that she is "asking people

O.%

to do something they have never done before"; but that teachers need to be

made aware of 'the_sreat-potentialthe-computer offers the classroom teacher.

With the principal, she has established a computer room where teachers

are invited to come and learn the basic steps related to computer use.

. 17
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All in all, there is no doubt that the exceptionally high number of
/

teachers who claimed to be chance agents actually are change agents and

that -their enthusiasm, availability, materials, ideas and students' suc-,

cess are supporting theirdefforts at being change agents. There is also

little doubt that their work as change agents is personally and professionally

rewarding 'to each them. r

The responses of the principals was all supportive. It ranged from

the-new principal seeing'the-SSIA teachers as helpful to a parochial schiml

principal very actively supporting the SSIA teather by co7planning a Workshop

for the entire faculty to an assistant-principal meeting with the Tnglish
vizi

department to review major_changesin their Writing program - changes sug-

gestedgested by a SSIA teacher. One principal talked about not really "knowing"

the teacher very well dding previous years. She continued that this

year,'the teacher has been very active iii having me and the faculty look

at our school policy on discipline. And so it Vas confirmed, the SSIA

teacher had made themselves. heard.
0

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Summarizing the resultsof'this data is_rather like trying to decribe

the ectasies of a superb chocolate mousse. Somehow in the telling, the

excitement - the flavor is lost. The data, however, provides some interesting

findings and promotes a variety of new-questions. The data does indicate

that teachers are capable predictors of anticipated changes in their-own
1.-

classroom behavior. _Contrary to previous findings, these teachers continued

to use the newly learned and/or developed materials/skills in their class-

rooms. Only one teacher had such a narroW:focus'that the materials were

to be used for only a few weeks. The most important factor was that these

teachers had learned to do something better. "This is my sixth year of
. .

teaching, but wIirstyear of teaching writing confidently and successfully!'

is an example of what many teachers told us. While we talk about teaching

concepts or repeatedly exclaim that writing instructions must be improved,

teachers have been left to their own devices in trying to figure, out HOW

to implement these suggestions. Perhaps teacher educators' should do as

they-preach-, meet-the-Ttlid-e(inservice teachers) at their individual

skill level.

Interestingly, the data also indicates that during the summer teachers

talked about-success in teaching in terms of how well their students re-
,
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sponded. On the 'follow -up instrument, teachers ,reported success factors

° in terms of themselves by saying "I" did such, and such rathethan describ-

ing how the children responded. .Whether or not this is associated with the°

-i-increased
.
skilld is not clear.. Another .study, hopefully, will supply add-

itional-insight-into this finding:

Teachers' perceptions of themselves as change agents is rather n row.

The data shows that they feel =that change-agent implies changing someone

else - typically other adults. While the literature indicates that teachers

Consider themselves to be extremely busy and that they-prefer making

decisions which are directly applicable to their own-classrooms (Young, 1979),

this data -does not, support such.a position. Responses .indicate a strong

determination on the part of teachers to "make things better". (On. the July

Questionnaire, these SIAA teachers said that they had already,served as

change agents prior to coming into the program. however, the-interview data

indicates that this meant a willingness to share materials 11 asked.) Clearly,

the teachers have stated that they will devote their energies to causing

change beyond their own classrooms. But, they need to have found success

within their own classrooms first.

In review then, these teachers aefined change and expettations for them-
..

selves-in terms of concrete and manageable behaviors. Each had made,11

personal commitment in writing.. They knew that we would be following-up

to question how successfully each had been. Each talked about rev.Irning

to the classroom "refreshed" and "enthusiastic" - with new skills, methods

and materials that WORKED! They Saw the results in their own behavior and

in the children's work. They felt good about themselves and they moved

out of the classroom to share 7 to become change agents.

This data has provided insights,'not answers. Additional data about

this phenomena is being collected over an entire year using control groups

and student achievement. Again, the data collection will include the

process of listening to teachers - what they think and 4o in terms of

change to which they feel committed.
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